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Teeth crunching drum and bass. This is totally extreme music for extreme people. You won't be

disappointed; this is for you..trust me. 11 MP3 Songs ELECTRONIC: Drum 'n Bass/Jungle,

ELECTRONIC: Industrial Details: B.U.P. was formed in 1998. The music is mainly Drum n Bass. Each

song makes defines the mood, emotion, time and place. The music varies from Industrial to downright

Jungle, and everything in between. In the year 2000 B.U.P. participated in the Mixdown . This show is

hosted by DJB on WRVU, FM voice of the Vanderbilt University community in Nashville, TN. The

Mixdown features underground and experimental electronic music contributed by artists from around the

world, many of them unsigned and heard exclusively over the air on this show. At the end of the year

B.U.P. there is a contest in which listeners vote for their favorite artist who has not just good mixes, but

consistently contribute to the show on a weekly basis. B.U.P. came in 3rd for 2000. In 2001 they won 1st

place. B.U.P.'s music has been featured in commercials and used for adds. This includes SKYKING

motorcycle parts, and featured music for SOCALRPM's videos. Music from B.U.P. has been posted and

featured on MP3and many CDs have been bought all over the world, including Brazil, France, UK, the

Netherlands, and America. If you like Drum n Bass, you will love B.U.P. Let the music sink in- it will

eventually grow on ya. See below comments on B.U.P's music/songs from people just like you!: From:

Liable Nice made! Cool start. The bassgroove is cool, and when the drums came in it even cooler. Like

ambient sounds, and u got a lot of that. It sounds like early synthmusic back in the 80s. Like it. Nice drum

groove. Also like that fact it is the same groove thru the song but it isnt monotony!! great work! Song:

PLANET-E From: thedrownies AMAZING! This track shows a lot of attention to detail, and it is AMAZING!

This is one of the best songs I have heard from this genre for a long time. Cool trippy effects and beat

change-ups kept me interested. VERY cool stuff Now it's time to give your ears something good to listen
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